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Elegance is an attitude
Kate Winslet
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1, Wijerama Mawatha, Colombo 7
info@tropicoflinen.com • +94 722243389
www.tropicoflinen.com • www.facebook.com/TropicOfLinen
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a few words from the team
This issue was a little more relaxing, since we
changed our production date from the end of
the year, when deadlines are chaotic, to a mid
year issue surrounded by the summer holidays.
This is a subtle change though, since we have
the blessing to live, work and play on our own
little paradise, where it always feels like we’re
on holiday. The sun always shines, the breeze
is always cool, the trees are always green and
the ocean is always the perfect temperature.
We take most of this for granted most of the
time. This is why Tripin is so refreshing. Here
we get to re-look at where we are and see it
through the eyes of a visitor, paying attention
to all the details and grandeur that we have in
our own backyard.
Once again we extend our gratitude to the
international acclaimed photographer Tom
Tidball, whose eye-catching images of the
people of Sri Lanka give us a glimpse into the

everyday lives of people from all walks of life.
This collection of photographs will leave you
mesmerized.
We are pleased to showcase a few of our more
famous national parks and all the wildlife
they contain. In a land so rich in diversity
you will want to schedule a little safari time
while you make your way through the island.
If you’re looking for tips on how to plan your
itinerary, Robert Helm has some great advice
and insights. His article was particularly
interesting, as he returned to Sri Lanka after
a quarter of a century.
From cooking with Chef Adam Gaunt Evans
to picking a scenic train ride or the perfect
beach this issue of Tripin has a little for
everyone. We hope that we evoke the passion
we have for our homeland and wish you safe
travels as you explore our serendipitous island.
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Check out the online version of Tripin – www.tripinsl.com
Tag your Sri Lanka photos on instagram - #tripinsl
Stay up to date with us on Facebook - www.facebook.com/tripinsl
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GIFTS FROM A PALM-FRINGED ISLAND
Organic Virgin Coconut Oil • Organic Coconut Butter • Organic Coconut Flour • Organic Coconut Honey
Organic Coconut Sugar • Organic Coconut Chips • Organic Coconut Vinegars • Organic Coconut Aminos
Organic King Coconut Water • Organic Coconut Milk & Cream • Lifestyle Skin Care Range
Virgin Coconut Oil Supplements

“My family has always believed in the goodness
of Ceylon coconut, and now I bring this tradition
of healthy living to you.”

Director

KEELLS SUPER | ODEL (Ward Place) | BAREFOOT | FOOT RUB (Odel Ward Place) | PURELY Organic Store
SHANGRI-LA (SRI LANKA) | FERNCLIFF BUNGALOW (NUWARA ELIYA) | LITTLEMORE ESTATE (KURUNEGALA)
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Ceylon Coconut Company (Pvt) Ltd., #47/ 6, Alexandra Place, Colombo 07, Sri Lanka | +94 77 351 5152
17
www.CeylonCoconutCompany.com
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EyeContact

WORDS & PHOTOS BY TOM TIDBALL

I have always been a sucker for natural beauty
reflecting the purity of more subtle realities…
the ease and flow of graceful movement,
effortless power in true athleticism,
indigenous people who fit their settings,
ambient light, singing birds, rolling thunder,
majestic splendor. In all my shooting I hunt
for balance and true connection – identifiable
and recordable. I love the process of creating
beautiful photographs of the highest quality
and seeing how things come together. For me,
it’s a dance… Moments fleet.
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506, New Galle Road,
Weligama
T:+94 (41) 225 4422
E: reservations@w15.lk
www.w15.lk

Mahavihara Road,
Ahangama Kanda,
Ahangama
T: +94 (91) 228 3672
E: reservations@w15escape.lk
www.w15escape.lk

Alexandra Villas
No 18, Alexandra Road,
Colombo 06
T: +94 76 898 5922
E: reservations@av15.lk
www.av15.lk
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Park Life

PHOTOS BY SADHINA ABEYSURIYA

Home to 22 national parks and a hotbed
of diversity, Sri Lanka is one of Asia’s
finest destinations for wildlife. Endemic or
migratory, we’ve got it all. If you like your
holidays wild, here are some hot spots you
shouldn’t miss.
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U

Udawalawe
Landscape:
Dry monsoon forest

Best to see:
Elephants and birds of prey
Best time to go:
November to March to see
migrant birds
Size:
30,821 ha

Framed by the highlands to the north, and fed by the Walawe river,
Udawalawe National Park is considered the best place to see wild elephants
in Sri Lanka. It is believed that more than 250 elephants are permanent
residents of the park, making it the kind of place where the elephants
basically come to you. The park is also home to some notorious members of
the cat family including the rusty-spotted cat, fishing cat and the Sri Lankan
leopard. The easiest and quickest approach from Colombo is through
Ratnapura Pelmadulla on the Ebilipity Road. The main entrance to the park
is situated at the Udawalawe, Thanamalwila Road. The Udwawalawe Dam
is truly stunning and it is said that elephants swim across from time to time.

Tips:
The best chance to see a herd 		
of elephants is near the rivers or
the reservoir.
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Y
Yala

Landscape:
Shrub jungle, grass lands
Main attraction:
Leopards

Best time to go:
Most of the year, except the park
is usually closed from September Early October
Size:
47,053 ha

Tips:
Your best chance to see a leopard is
first thing in the morning, and then
again at dusk.

Yala National Park, in the southern base of
the island, is a place of rocky outcrops, giant
weathered trees, ancient lakes and a beautiful
seafront complete with its own coral reef. The
second largest national park in the country,
the beauty of Yala is the sheer diversity of its
habitat. Of all the national parks in Sri Lanka,
Yala offers the greatest opportunities to sight
Sri Lanka’s broad variety of wildlife, with the
Sri Lankan leopard being the number one
attraction in these parts. With the highest
recorded density of leopards in the world, Yala
has firmly placed Sri Lanka on the map as a
world-class safari destination.
Consisting of five blocks, only one fifth of the
park is open to visitors. The rest is designated
as a strict wildlife reserve. The gateway to Yala
National Park is Tissamaharama – the visitor
center in Palatupana provides information to
tourists and assigns a tracker to all incoming
vehicles. The park can get crowded, so try to
get to the gate before the park opens to avoid
being at the back of the queue.
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W
Wilpattu
Landscape:
Lowland dry zone

Best to see:
Leopards & Muntjac deer
Best time to go:
All year round
Size:
131,693 ha

Tips:
Spend the morning parked near
a waterhole

Wilpattu National Park is situated in the dryzone and has a unique complex of over 60
wetlands. It is the largest and oldest park in
Sri Lanka, but not the most frequented. Lucky
visitors may be able to spot the Sri Lankan
sloth bear, or the elusive leopard. Elephants
and numerous varieties of birds are a very
common sight in this park. A unique feature
of Wilpattu is that it is home to ancient ruins
including an old harbour and the remains of
what is believed to be Queen Kuveni’s palace.
Located on the west coast of the island, it can
be accessed from the Puttlam - Anuradhapura
Road. A four-wheel drive vehicle is a must and
one can be hired. A tracker will be provided
from the DWC office. There are also two
camp sites within the park, one at Maila
Wewa and the other at Kolmotai.
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Lunugamvehera

(Yala Block 5)

L

Landscape:
Dry zone forest

Best to see:
Elephants & Birds

Best time to go:
All year round but the rainy season
is from November - January
Size:
23,498 ha

Tips:
Get there for sunrise when the light
is most mystical and the animals are
undisturbed.

Lunugamvehera was established as a park
in 1995, as a protected corridor for elephant
migration from Yala National Park to Uda
Walawe National Park. Providing access to
Yala blocks III, IV, and V, Lunugamvehera
is rich in biodiversity and has become
home to elephants, leopards, wild buffalos,
mongoose, bears and wild boars. Spotted
and mouse deer are also found in this area
of dry-mixed evergreen forest along with
thousands of species of birds. Weheragala
Lake is a distinctive feature of the park.
Rising from the still waters is a sea of dried
trees as far as the eye can see, like an army of
scarecrows protecting the forest. There are
two entrances to the park - one is located on
the Hambantota - Wellawaya Road and the
other from Galge. A less hectic alternative to
Yala, Lunugamvehera is an ideal place to get
lost and can feel like yours is the only jeep in
the park – a true luxury.
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WORDS BY ROBERT HELM
PHOTOS BY ROBERT & ZAK HELM

Back to the Future

You may have heard the mantras (or seen the
bumper stickers) “Not all those who wander
are lost”, “Wherever you go, there you are”,
or “Life is a journey, not a destination.” As
a philosophy for living, these all offer great
advice; however, when you are traveling,
plan ahead (but be flexible).

This summer, I enjoyed the perfect holiday in
Sri Lanka with my son, Zak. Two Americans,
one in his fifties, the other in his twenties,
spending two weeks together in close
proximity halfway around the world: What
could go wrong? For us, nothing; we loved
our journey together around this beautiful and
diverse island.
For me, this holiday was a reconnection
with a country in which I lived 32 years ago,
thanks to a Fulbright research scholarship (to
study coffee plantation agriculture in British
Ceylon 150 years ago). More important, this
trip was an opportunity to share some quality
time with my son, who has spent most of
the past year and a half living in Colombo.
Together, we combined our “historical” and
current knowledge of the island to plan the
perfect itinerary.

Let me say right off that the “perfect” itinerary
is what is perfect for you. That is to say,
think about what kind of a trip you want:
historical wonders, relaxing beaches, hiking,
photography, modern comforts, or traditional
religious or cultural experiences: this island has
it all. Think about what you want to see and
do, and not necessarily what the guidebooks
insist you do. Read the guidebooks, do online
research, then follow your heart.
Pro tip: Cross-check information and recommendations in guidebooks (such as Lonely Planet), online
resources (such as Booking.com and TripAdvisor.
com) then contact hotels directly for the best deal.
Book ahead but check cancellation policies in case
you change your mind.

Our priorities on this particular journey
involved going to beautiful and photogenic
areas, eating wonderful food, traveling in
cost-effective style, and revisiting places close
to our hearts. We planned a circular route
around the island’s southwest corner, from
Colombo south to Galle (by bus), east along
the south coast toward Tangalle (by bus),
north to Ella and the central highlands (by
car), through the mountains to Kandy (by
train), and finally, back to Colombo (again
by train). We wisely decided on a limited
number of places, with multiple nights’ stay
in each. You can go to places you missed on
your next holiday!
Pro tip: Each mode of transportation has its
advantages (in terms of cost, route, time, and
convenience), but variety is always nice. Use a
website such as Rome2Rio.com to calculate these
factors and compare your options. Don’t overdo.

The view from the top of Little Adams Peak in Ella.

Robert Helm in 1984 drinking a coconut not far from his home in the hills of Kandy
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DAY 1-2

Colombo
We began our adventure in Colombo, a great
place to decompress from jet-lag (after my 20
hour flight from Los Angeles), enjoy some
modern luxuries, and get one’s bearings. Zak
was a wonderful guide to this busy, rapidly
developing city: so much changed from the
1980s! After sleeping in, we zoomed around
town on tuk-tuks, first to Cinnamon Red ( a
hotel in the heart of the city) for some amazing
rooftop views, next to the Gangaramaja
Temple and its island audience hall (Seema
Malaka), then to the shopping complex
at Cinnamon Grand for some AC relief,
followed by a ride to Barefoot Gallery for
shopping and lunch, a visit to a friend’s house
for tea and vadai (savoury fried dumplings,
fritters, doughnuts or cutlets served with dips,
chutneys or sambals – hot and spicy relish/
hot sauces), and finally a trip to the Galle Face
Green to watch kite-flying and have cocktails
at the classic and classy Galle Face Hotel,
where we watched the sun go down at their
ocean-front bar (their English Cucumber
Cocktail is delightful).
After breakfast the next morning, we toured
the National Museum, visited Laksala,
a state-owned gift and souvenir shop
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featuring specifically Sri Lankan products
and craftwork, and then went “downtown”
to the Fort and Pettah districts. I was sad to
see the decline of Cargill’s flagship store but
delighted to see that the Pettah market area
was as vibrant and colorful as ever. It is my
favorite area of the city for sights, sounds,
and photographic opportunities, best seen on
foot. Since it was Sunday and less crowded
than usual, we watched several street cricket
matches. Another tuk-tuk ride took us to the
interesting Geoffery Bawa-designed Paradise
Road Restaurant and gallery, where we shared
a slice of passion fruit merengue pie (yum!)
and a pot of tea. Then it was on to the timeless
Mt. Lavinia Hotel, where we enjoyed another
sunset. Our evening ended with dinner at the
Hotel Renuka’s Palmyrah Restaurant, where
I was delighted to find that their traditional
Sri Lankan cuisine was as delicious as I had
recalled from thirty years ago.
Pro tip: In Colombo, we relied almost exclusively
on tuk-tuks, which are affordable, quick, and fun.
Insist on metered tuk-tuks to avoid any hassling
or confusion over prices. To get to and from Mt.
Lavinia, we used the new Pick-Me app (similar
to Über), which proved to be cost-effective and
efficient.
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DAY 2-5

Galle & Dickwella

We began our tour of the island (the southwest corner, anyway)
by taking an amazingly affordable express bus south to Galle. The
Dutch colonial Galle Fort is a wonderfully preserved UNESCO
World Heritage site and a very pleasant area for window-shopping
and people watching. But the best part of town is the lighthouse
area and the ramparts that offer protection from the surf and great
sunset views. It’s also the perfect place to enjoy a picnic, watch an
impromptu cricket match, and relax in the warm tropical breezes.
We ended our evening with a fresh seafood meal at an outdoor café.
Pro tip: Catch an express bus from the Maharagama Station in Colombo.
Spend an extra dollar and book the air-conditioned bus: you will appreciate
the comfort and you may even get some free disco music on the loud speaker,
as we did!
For pure natural beauty, Sri Lanka’s south coast can’t be beat. Zak
and I chose to stay at a wonderfully unique small resort in Dickwella,
called UTMT (Underneath the Mango Tree). With friendly and

attentive service, excellent breakfasts and dinners, fresh fruit, tea, and
even a complimentary neck massage all included, we felt completely
pampered and welcome. After four days of whirlwind sightseeing in
Colombo and Galle, it was just what we needed. Best of all, the resort
featured a private beach and infinity pool.
We broke up our hedonistic resort-living with a short tuk-tuk ride
to see the island’s largest seated Buddha (at 160 feet). The temple
grounds were lovely, the museum interesting, and the statue
awesome. We were driven to the temple by a friendly young man
named Chamara, whose tuk-tuk was decked out with Bob Marley
upholstery and a fine set of speakers.
Pro tip: Summer is considered the off-season along the South Coast and
ocean swimming was discouraged due to undertows. Nevertheless, the
weather was fine, the number of fellow tourists was small, and prices were
much better than in high season. This is a great place for a splurge; luxury
for the price of a very average hotel in the States.

DAY 5-7

Ella

Our next destination was Ella, located at
the southern edge of Sri Lanka’s Central
Highlands. As there are no trains there
from the South Coast and bus travel is
long and inconvenient, we opted to hire
a car and driver. Our hotel (Zion View)
was a basic place with good food, great
service, and fantastic views.
Ella itself is a small village, frequented
by numerous European budget travelers,
who are attracted by its location. Situated
at the top of a steep and narrow highway,
Ella sits at the gap between two ridges
of mountains, affording endless vistas
and excellent hiking opportunities. It
is a friendly and laid-back place, with
some good eating spots in town (try the
Curd Shop for kottu roti and tea or the
backpacker-packed Café Chill for pizza)
or at your guesthouse.
Ella is most famous for its hiking, which
is top-notch. The two best-known hikes
are Ella Peak (a butt-kicker that Zak has
previously conquered with friends) and
Mini Adams Peak, much easier for a fiftysomething body like mine. We opted for
Mini Adams Peak, a lovely 5 km walk
on a well-developed path through a tea
estate. The walk becomes a hike only
at the end, where we climbed a steep
spiraling stairway to the top. The views
were well worth our efforts. We also
indulged in a massage at our guesthouse
after the hike.
Pro tip: : At locations such as Dickwella or
Ella, bring a good book, or better, read some
letters to your son from 30 years ago, or still
better, talk with each other about meaningful
experiences you have had in your life or how
you appreciate one another!
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Kandy

DAY 7-9

We took the train from Ella to Kandy. It is difficult to capture in
words the magic of what has been called “the most beautiful train trip
in the world”. The six hour ride winds its way through tea estates and
small, terraced farms and pine trees. On the way, either side of the
train features amazing vistas.

Our final morning in Kandy featured a visit to the Mahaveli Ganga just
north of town. The river valley is a beautiful reminder that Sri Lanka
is primarily a land of villages, rice paddies, and lush green jungle. We
caught the afternoon train back to Colombo, and I said my goodbyes (to
Zak and Sri Lanka) the next morning.

Kandy is my favorite place on the island and my home in 1984. It is
still lovely with an ideal climate, cultural charm, and natural beauty.
Its people are proud, friendly, and generous. Don’t miss it!

Our wonderful adventure thus came to an end. Although it seems
impossible not to have a great holiday in Sri Lanka, there are some
key elements that made this trip successful: choosing a limited number
of locations with multiple nights in each, booking ahead, considering
transportation options, and including a variety of experiences. Enjoy
what opportunities come your way. And, as my daughter reminded me,
“Remember to put the camera down sometimes, Dad.”

We arrived in town during Sri Lanka’s most famous and wonderful
celebration, the Esala Perahera, a sacred Buddhist procession
occurring over ten nights and one day. We were fortunate to see two
nights of this amazing annual festival, which features thousands of
drummers and dancers and dozens of elephants.

Final ProTip: Choose a supportive, friendly, and fun travel partner!

Because of the Perahera, there were thousands of people in town.
Nevertheless, Kandy was still a joy to explore, including its famous
temple grounds and beautiful lake, the wonderful Central Market,
and its interesting streets and alleys. In the middle of town, I was
amazed to find a large, ultramodern City Center Mall, which
somehow does little to detract from the otherwise traditional spirit
of Kandy. We enjoyed the air-conditioned break of the mall, then
had short eats (typically meaning a variety of small savory pastries or
fried snacks) and tea next door at the Devon Food Court.
We spent three nights in Kandy, two in town for the festival and one
in the beautiful, peaceful hills overlooking town. We stayed at the
Royal Bar and Hotel, a beautifully restored colonial establishment in
the city center. It was strangely quiet (as liquor is not sold during
the Perahera), but a great locale for the celebration. On our last
night, we stayed at the Buena Vista, a small, peaceful guesthouse in
Anniewatta, in my old neighborhood. We swapped the excitement
of the procession for the serenity of the Kandyan hills. We explored
the old neighborhood, tucked in to some excellent rice and curry,
and slept soundly.
ProTip: There are two Kandys, in town and out of town. I recommend them
both. If the Perahera is not in town (actual dates vary but fall sometime
within the months of July and/or August each year), don’t miss the beautiful
botanical gardens in Peradeniya and the wonderful small roads alongside
the Mahaweli Ganga.
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Flamingos

WORDS BY AMRITA ADVANI
PHOTOS BY SADHINA ABEYSURIYA

The flamingo with its vibrant plumage and
unmistakable swagger is the kind of bird
many travellers would cross the world to see.
Who wouldn’t like to stand at the edge of a
tranquil lake painted pink by a visiting flock?
In Sri Lanka this tropical mirage is a privileged
reality. The Greater Flamingos, not unlike the
typical traveler, flock yearly to the island to
escape harsh winters.
Sri Lanka is the southernmost landmass of
the Central Asian Flyway and is the final
destination for many migratory birds exiting
the eastern and western Indian flyways.
Flamingos used to be a prevalent sight in the
southern nature reserve of Bundala. However,
the past decade has shown a change in their
migratory pattern and it is now more common
to see the flamingos in Mannar and other
areas of northern Sri Lanka including Jaffna
and Chundlkulam. With varying landscapes
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from the Vankalai mudflats to the Korakulum
wetland, this 195 square kilometer island
proves to be an excellent feeding ground for
these blush beauties.
Embodying the saying “you are what you
eat”, flamingos get their distinctive pink
feathers from carotenoid pigments in their
food, typically consisting of shrimp, plankton
and crustaceans. Born white and grey, the
typical flamingos will mature in to its pink
splendor depending on the strength of its diet.
Monogomous by nature and laying one egg a
year, the colony all mate at the same time so
they can hatch at the same time. Working
together to protect each other from predators,
flamingos fly in a distinct V-shape with the
young in the middle for added security. A flock
of flamingos is also known as a Flamboyance
and once you are blessed to see them in the
wild, it becomes all too clear why.
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Anuradhapura
At the heart of the Cultural Triangle, is the great city of
Anuradhapura, the capital of the island from the third century BC to
993 AD. It was also one of the Asia’s great metropolises. It includes
ornate palaces, massive monasteries, enormous tanks (reservoirs)
and a trio of monumental dagobas (shrines). In the ancient world,
these huge masterpieces were exceeded in scale only by the great
Egyptian pyramids. The Ruwanwelisaya, the largest dagoba in
Sri Lanka, is situated in Anuradhapura and is massive as well as
beautiful. Anuradhapura is still considered Sri Lanka’s most sacred
town. The Sacred Bo Tree, a branch of the one Siddhartha Gautama,
the Buddha, sat under and was enlightened, still thrives here after so
many centuries. Buddhist pilgrims visit this city in droves and on a
full moon day. It is full of devotees dressed in white paying homage
to the Buddha.

WORDS BY SRIYANI TIDBALL
PHOTOGRAPHY BY TOM TIDBALL

The Cultural Triangle is the area between Kandy to the south and
Anuradhapura to the northwest and Polonnaruwa to the east. In
Sri Lanka, this region is extremely significant as it was the cradle of
the ancient irrigation civilization of Sri Lanka that flourished 2,500
years ago. The name, Cultural Triangle, was coined as it contained
three of Sri Lanka’s most important historic sites making the angles
of a triangle. Contained within the triangle are even more ancient
sites and, in the time span of a few days, anyone can experience them
all. Studying the Cultural Triangle in the seventies while attending
University of Sri Lanka in the architecture program, I developed a
brand new love and admiration for the works of art that were built
centuries ago in Sri Lanka. Dr. Roland Silva, Sri Lanka’s well-known
archeologist and my history of architecture lecturer, went to great
lengths to discuss every aspect of these ancient masterpieces. He
made them almost magical. Every lecture made you feel you were
living centuries ago in the ancient ruins of Sri Lanka, a part of the
ancient kingdoms. The kings, the queens, the palaces, the lotus
ponds, the temples, the monasteries, and the ornate clothing were all
part of the stories. But when it came to the buildings, we were just
mesmerized, for he knew so much about how they were built and the
symbolic purpose of every detail.
My parents hardly ever took us to the ruined cities. If we ever went
on a vacation, it was always to the hill country to escape the hot
weather. After I married my amazing and adventurous photographer
husband, we made regular trips all over the island, often within the
Cultural Triangle. Thanks to my husband Tom’s love of history and
architecture, I was able to personally appreciate the monuments that
Dr. Roland Silva spoke of so eloquently and I love that my children
got to experience them, too. Together we made many trips to the
ruined cities and explored the magic of the Triangle.
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Several centuries BC, when ancient Greece was at its peak and many
other cultural centers were still emerging, Anuradhapura was already

an advanced civilization. Anuradhapura was made the capital in 377
BC by King Pandukabhaya (437-367 BC). Pandukabhaya started the
great irrigation works and named the city after the constellation
Anuradha, the first general of the king Vijaya and the legendary
ancestor of the Sinhalese race. Anuradhapura was ahead of its time. It
was well laid out and linked effectively, and irrigated by complicated
systems of man-made lakes and canals. The city was also known as
a world trade center. The sophisticated and advanced civilization
of Anuradhapura is referenced in the Greek merchant guide book
“Purples of the Erythraen Sea,” Ptolemy’s first ever map, and by
monk travelers Fa Hien and Buddagosha in the 5th century.
The city measured more than 36 square kilometers and was well
maintained by over 500 scavengers. It was divided into a number
of quarters. Artisans occupied separate areas, while foreign traders
lived in another quarter of the city. Their houses were two or three
stories and beautifully designed.

Many of the cities in the Cultural Triangle are also a part of the
World Heritage Sites. The monuments, spanning a period of 1,700
years, are abundant, close together, and easy to visit. We usually
spent the day exploring and by evening stayed in a nice local hotel.
We put on our walking shoes and explored inside and around the
monuments within the different cities. Tom had to visually capture
the masterpieces and the surrounding beauty, so we had plenty of
time to experience the magic and to ponder the famous kingdoms
that once existed here. I remembered those lectures by Dr. Roland
Silva and was able to share the fascinating historical details carved
in my memory.
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Dambulla

Polonnaruwa
The next famous city we loved visiting in the Cultural Triangle
was Sri Lanka‘s medieval capital, Polonnaruwa, prospering from
the 11th century A.D. to the 13th century A.D. Polonnaruwa
replaced Anuradhapura as the capital city of Sri Lanka, due to the
invasion of South India. This city’s monuments are very close
together. Polannaruwa is famed for her beautiful sculptures. The
most outstanding is the Sitting, Sleeping and Standing Buddha,
in the Gal Vihare. The great ruined capital city of Polannaruwa
is one of the undisputed highlights of the Cultural Triangle – and
possibly of the whole island. King Vijayabahu had repulsed the Chola
invaders from South India. The Sinhalese kingdom he established at
Polonnaruwa enjoyed a century of magnificence under his successors,
Parakramabahu and Nissankamalla. They planned the city as one of
imperial pomp, creating one of the great urban centers of South Asia.
But eventually, extreme decadence bankrupted the city. Within the
century, their enfeebled successors were driven south by invaders
from southern India. Polonnaruwa was eventually abandoned to the
jungle, where it remained, hidden and virtually unknown, for seven
long centuries.
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One of our favorite places in the Triangle is Dambulla, situated on
a gigantic rock that towers more than 160m above the surrounding
land. Our children just loved to run up and down the rock. It’s like
another world. The massive rock is more than 1.5 kilometers around
its base, but easy to climb. The Dambulla caves were the refuge of the
exiled King Walagamba (Vattagamini Abhaya) for 14 years. Finally in
the first century BC the king returned to the throne at Anuradhapura
and had the magnificent rock temple built. Dambulla showcases a
series of caves with Buddhist shrines, frescoes, and murals painted
in vivid colors. Dambulla has been designated a World Heritage
Site since 1991. The fabulous caves have a mixture of religious
and secular paintings and sculptures. The art in this rock temple is
truly amazing and well maintained. The site has being repaired and
repainted several times in the 11th, 12th and 18th centuries. This
was a magical place for our family because we were able to actually
go in and out of caves. It is a wonderland. There are various kinds of
Buddha sculptures inside such as several reclining Buddhas including
the 15-meter long sculpture of the dying Buddha in the first cave.
The most stunning of the caves is the second cave. It is the largest
and most impressive, containing over 150 statues, illustrating the
Mahayana influences on Buddhism during that time. The wonderful
frescoes on the walls and ceiling are from the 15th-18th centuries,
and depict scenes from the Buddha’s life and Sri Lanka’s history.
Artistic renditions of Hindu deities like Vishnu and Ganesh are also
included in the art. Plan to spend a couple of hours here, but keep an
eye on the monkeys, for they are very bold and will steal the peanuts
or lotus flower offerings right out of your hand.

Visiting Polonnaruwa’s extensive and well-preserved remains
offers a fascinating snapshot of life in medieval Sri Lanka. You can
easily explore Polannaruwa thoroughly in one day. The glories of
that age can be found in the archaeological treasures that still give a
pretty good idea today of how it looked in its heyday. Roland Silva
especially loved Polannaruwa. The archaeological park is a sheer
delight to explore because there are hundreds of ancient structures
– tombs and temples, statues and stupas – in a compact location.
Furthermore, Polonnaruwa is also a good jumping-off point to
experience the national parks at Minneriya and Kaudulla where you
can be sure to see herds of wild elephants. So, be alert as they are a
common sightand something our children loved.
One of the most striking monuments to visit in Polonnaruwa is the
massive Parakrama Samudra (Sea of Parakramabahu), an irrigation
tank built by King Parakramabahu the Great. This was his largest
irrigation project and covered more than 15 square kilometers
of water. The stunning dam is almost 14 kilometers long and 12
meters high. The waters of the Parakrama Samudraya encircle the
ancient city, and during ancient times served as a moat against
invading armies.
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Sigiriya

The Sigiriya Rock is also a part of the Triangle and considered a
marvel of 5th century AD as a World Heritage Site. Hieroglyphs
suggest that the rock was occupied from very early times, long before
the fortress was ever built. The vast flat-topped, 200m tall, Lion
Rock, towers above the surrounding countryside with magnificent
views of the Dry Zone and Central Highlands. It gets its name from
the lions that were believed to occupy the caves. Sigirya includes the
rock fortress with its palace, famous frescoes, the extensive grounds
and the moat that surrounds the site. This story of King Kasyapa in
his Royal Citadel (477 to 495 AD) comes alive when you imagine that
he lived here in hiding, surrounded by an impressive wall, double
moats and his damsels. The ancient historic epic, the Mahavanasa,
records that King Kasyapa killed his father to gain the throne and
after that lived in fear that his half-brother, who had taken refuge in
India, would return to kill him. He did come back after 18 years, to
find that Kashyapa had built a pleasure palace and massive fortress.
It is recorded that Kasyapa came down from the top of the rock to
face his half-brother’s army on elephant back. The story ends when
Kasyapa, mistakenly thinking he has been abandoned, kills himself
with his own dagger.

The area within the Triangle remains thinly populated and
large areas are given over to national parks. It is a beautiful
region and you can see elephants out in the wild. You will
certainly see monkeys and birds of all descriptions, reptiles,
snakes, lizards, and various other fauna. For a safari trip
you can go leopard spotting in Wilpattu or enjoy the richly
varied landscapes at Wasgomuwa. To see elephants in their
natural habitat, we would take a great short safari to either
Miniriya or Kandulla. These elephant-packed national parks
are extremely popular and loved by Sri Lankans. You can
be a part of the famous ‘Gathering’ as elephants from the
Somawathi Sanctuary, Kantale and Wasgamuwa make their
annual trip across the land in search of water. Their usual
destination is the Minneriya Tank, which always has water.

Kandy
Kandy is a part of the Cultural Triangle, but this is not a ruined city.
Every part of this city is alive and active. And though it’s full of ancient
temples and monasteries, it feels very different from the rest of the
Triangle, as it is the second largest city in Sri Lanka. Explore Kandy
at your own leisure, for it is a beautiful place. This last capital of Sri
Lankan kings is a prestigious UNESCO World Heritage Site. Make
sure you visit the Temple of the Tooth, known for safeguarding the
tooth relic of the Buddha and other newer sites, like a walk in the
Royal Botanic Garden or a promenade around Kandy Lake.
Some of the less visited sites in the Cultural Triangle include the
abandoned cities of Yapahuwa and Panduwas Nuwara, the great
Buddha statues of Aukana and Sasseruwa, the absorbing temples of
Aluvihara and Ridi Vihara, and the haunting forest monasteries of
Arankele and Ritigala. Today exploring these places in the Cultural
Triangle is quite easy.
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Dr. Roland Silva is still one of the foremost Asian experts on the
conservation of historical monuments and sites, and has conducted
conservation activities and contributed towards conservation
throughout the continent over decades. Probably Dr. Silva’s greatest
achievement is the formation of a sustainable policy for conserving
historical sites in Sri Lanka that harmonizes the contradictory
aspects of historical conservation and tourism. No wonder he was
awarded the Arts and Culture Prize of the Fukuoka Asian Culture
Prizes. To study about Sri Lanka’s monuments and develop a love
and appreciation of our history is a treasure I will always have.
Whether you design your own trip, or go on a planned tour, it is
well worth the time.
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WORDS BY OLIVIA BARRY

Wellness & Ayurveda In Sri Lanka
While natural beauty and well-being treatments have
become popular in recent years, one could say the
trend began in Sri Lanka and India thousands of years
ago, through the practice of Ayurveda and yoga. These
practices are interrelated systems of healing which
follow a similar philosophy of mind-body connection.
They are complimentary when used together, and
work effectively with our emotions, physical health
and spiritual well-being.
I was lucky enough to experience several Ayurvedic
treatments for the first time on a recent trip to Sri
Lanka. I travelled throughout the country, visiting a
wide variety of places, with lots of activity, so rest and
rejuvenation was greatly needed!

AYURVEDA
Ayurveda, known as “the science of life” (Ayur = life,
Veda = science or knowledge), is an ancient form of
medicine which originated in India thousands of years
ago and is widely practised and deeply embedded in
Sri Lankan culture.
The history of Ayurveda in Sri Lanka dates back to
prehistoric times. The practice flourished throughout
to the late part of the 16th century, but faced setbacks
due to foreign invasions. After that, Ayurveda
developed independent of foreign influences, and
continues to be practiced as a traditional process,
but is now growing in popularity among natives and
tourists alike.
Ayurveda holds the core belief that all things in
the universe, both living and nonliving, are joined
together. The practice therefore aims to integrate and
balance the body, mind and spirit, which ultimately
leads to happiness and contentment, and helps to
prevent illness.
Within Ayurveda, an individual’s general health is
referred to as a “constitution” or “prakriti”. Three
qualities called doshas form important characteristics
of the constitution, and control the activities of the
body. The doshas are called by their original Sanskrit
names: vata, pitta, and kapha. Each dosha is associated
with a certain body type, a certain personality type,
and a greater chance of certain types of health
problems. An imbalance in a dosha will produce
symptoms that are related to that dosha and are
different from symptoms of an imbalance in another
dosha. Overall, the focus is on a holistic balance of the
body, mind and spirit.

@valentinamuga
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Already having an interest in beauty and wellness
treatments, and more familiar with western practices
up to that point, I was very intrigued to experience

authentic Ayurvedic treatments. When selecting
a treatment, the one that stood out most to me was
called Shirodhara.
Uncomparable to any Western counterpart,
Shirodhara is a unique body therapy which has a
significant impact on the nervous system. It can
help to relieve symptoms of anxiety, stress, fatigue,
and tension, as well as depression. It can regulate
one’s mood and encourage feelings of pleasure and
relaxation.
The process involves lying on your back while
warm oil is poured in a continuous stream over
your forehead, an area where nerves are highly
concentrated. The gentle pressure of the oil onto the
forehead allows the nervous system to experience a
deep state of rest, similar to meditation.
The sensation itself is a little odd at first, but the
steady flow of oil over the forehead becomes pleasing
and comforting, and you soon find yourself in a deep
state of calm. This lasts for about ten minutes or so.
You can then leave the oil to absorb into your hair and
wash out a few hours later or the next day (perhaps
wear a towel to protect pillows), which will leave hair
conditioned and silky smooth. Overall I found the
experience very relaxing and different to any other
kind of treatment I have previously used.
I also experienced an Ayurvedic deep massage, which
eased weary muscles after a trip to Adam’s Peak the
day before! While slightly uncomfortable at times, the
intense massage used potent and luxurious essential
oils such as jasmine and lemongrass, and untangled
my twisted and tired limbs.
Finally, one other extremely relaxing and luxurious
treatment to experience is a facial from one of
Sri Lanka’s beautiful spas, which performs many
treatments in the Ayruvedic tradition, some of which
were said to have been performed in the grand palaces
of ancient Ceylon. Here you can truly stimulate all
senses with relaxing oils while enjoying multi-step
treatments including a unique facial massage known
for its relaxing and anti-aging qualities. Afterward,
you can also pick up products from these spas to
recreate your own Ayruvedic experience at home
with high-quality oils, massage balms and much more.

The images you see here are all from our
Instagram friends. We welcome other
instagrammers to share your travels and
tag #tripinsl for a chance to be featured in
our next issue.
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Yoga
While Ayurveda is growing in popularity in
Western cultures as part of the general trend
toward natural wellness and as attention
around ancient health traditions grows, Sri
Lanka has also long been a popular haven for
the practice of yoga.
Like Ayurveda, the practice dates back many
centuries in Sri Lanka. Originating in India,
the word `yoga’ is derived from the Sanskrit
root ‘yuj’ which means to merge or unite.
Yoga is based on the concept that the body
and breath are intimately connected with the
mind. By controlling breathing and holding
the body in steady postures, known as ‘asanas’,
stagnant energy centres open up, contributing
to better physical health, mental peace and
well-being. Yoga exercises help with their
preventive and curative effects to bring the
metabolism of the body into a natural order,
helping to deal with the effects of stress in a
natural way.
Increasingly, people are turning to yoga
for many reasons from managing stress to
maintaining optimum levels of health and
well-being. And where better to do so than
in a place with beautiful surroundings such
as Sri Lanka? There are an abundance of yoga
retreats and resorts on the island, catering to
all levels and tastes.
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@jake.movement.balance

The island is home to some of the most
beautiful and relaxing yoga retreats in the
world. Many can be found on the southern
beaches, where you can also enjoy an array
of other activities such as swimming in the
ocean, beachcombing, sunbathing or even
surfing. Some retreats are remotely located in
lush former tea plantations, in line with the
philosophy that we will find harmony only
once we can bring ourselves into balance with
nature. In some extreme cases, Wi-Fi is not
available in order to truly disconnect from the
modern world and be at one with nature, so
be prepared!
Yoga teachers travel from all over the world to
teach and train in Sri Lanka. For those looking
to increase their ability levels, many places
also offer a variety of specialized workshops
or training to become a teacher yourself.
Another option is to book some time at a
holistic wellness retreat, with the aim to
rejuvenate and refresh the body and mind
through a variety of activities and treatments.
These retreats may include both yoga and
Ayurvedic practices, as well as other activities
such as meditation, and tasty food that
nourishes the body and mind.

@annesivaasen

Sri Lanka is an island rich in many aspects; art,
history, customs, stunning flora and fauna,
gemstones, and delicious food, to name just a
few. It is no surprise then that for centuries
this vibrant island has also been a wellspring
of ancient wisdom, knowledge and practice in
support of holistic, natural health and balance,
drawing dedicated practitioners and the
curious alike from around the globe.
As a westerner experiencing Ayurveda and
yoga for the first time, it was fascinating to
learn more about these traditions. As many
aspects of western cultures and societies
encourage hectic and unhealthy lifestyles, it
was extremely refreshing to experience and
learn more about these alternatives which
aim to calm and balance the body and mind,
all while in the beautiful setting of this island.
*It should be noted that Shirodhara should not
be given to women in their third trimester of
pregnancy and to those with a rash or sunburn on
the forehead or scalp. Also, if you have an aversion
to oil this is not recommended. Please check with
our doctor before proceeding, and always use a
certified Ayurvedic practitioner.
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Ramayana is the immortal tale of Shri Rama that teaches us the values of
ideology, devotion, duty, relationships, dharma, and karma.
Rama, the prince of Ayodhya and his wife Sita are the perfect royal couple,
held in esteem by their people for their good virtues. As the old king dies
before he can pass the crown to his eldest son Rama, jealous family members
banish the couple from the kingdom, depriving them of their rightful throne.
Rama, his wife Sita, and brother Lakshman begin a simple yet happy life
in the forest. Before long, tragedy strikes. Princess Sita is abducted by the
demon king Ravana, the ten-headed ruler of Sri Lanka. Henceforth unfolds
the Rama’s epic pursuit to rescue Sita, aided by Lakshmana and the mighty
monkey-general Hanuman. Held captive on the island as Ravana tries to
persuade Sita to marry him, Rama assembles an army of allies comprised
mainly of monkeys under the brave Hanuman. They track down and attack
Ravana’s army, and after a fierce battle, succeed in killing the demon king
and freeing Sita, reuniting her with her beloved.

WORDS & PHOTOS BY: REDBULL SRI LANKA

Part treacherous, part thrilling, a mythical
Sanskrit trail, relived by 12-time biking FIM
Trial World Champion Dougie Lampkin.
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Inspired by the legendary Ramayana, famed Red Bull athlete and 12time biking FIM Trial World Champion, Dougie Lampkin toured Sri
Lanka between the 12th and 16th of May 2016 to trace the mythical
trail of the ancient Sanskrit epic. Set against the backdrop of the
island’s captivating landscapes, the heroic tale of action, virtue and
adventure sent Lampkin on a journey through some of the toughest
terrains he had ever seen.
Trial biking is an extreme sport that incorporates skill, balance and
power using a special bike. The sport thrives in the presence of large
natural obstacles where the rider must pass through with as little
physical contact with the ground as possible. In quite possibly what is
one of the world’s best adventure playgrounds. Sri Lanka is without
a doubt a trial biking paradise. The unorthodox landscapes of the
island exhibit immense potential, which Lampkin himself rated
no less than perfect for the sport. “My aim was to ride somewhere
completely different, with a terrain that is completely unusual, and
I liked how accessible Sri Lanka was for the sport,” he commented.
“Despite the weather, the terrain is quite similar to home – wet and
muddy.”
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Over the course of his four-day tour, Lampkin traveled
the Ramayana path of ancient lore from the shores of
the Indian Ocean to altitudes over 5000 feet (152.4
metres) above sea level, fighting slips with traction atop
the damp and uneven terrain of Rumassala to climbing
the rocky red cliffs of Ussangoda. Part treacherous, part
thrilling, and completely extraordinary, the trail also
took him upcountry where his bike was pitted against
the gushing waters of Ravana Falls – one of the widest
waterfalls in Sri Lanka. Considering the 82 foot (25
metre) drop of the falls, Lampkin was well-aware of
the risks ahead and said, “This was definitely the most
challenging, not only for safety, but if the bike went in
there, that’s the end of the trip.”
Faced with thick mist and low visibility, Lampkin rode
through estates along perilous heights in Hakgala,
following the fabled footsteps of the Monkey God
Hanuman as he searched for Princess Sita. Likewise, as
Lampkin searched for the next challenge Sri Lanka had
to offer, he happened upon a lush tea plantation where
he recalls, “Riding through here was a first for me. The
views down on the valley when I rode through the
estate were very special.”
“I love the opportunities to ride in new places in front
of new people,” said Lampkin. “When I rode through
Ravana Falls, I was humbled by the crowd standing on
the bridge and watching me. What’s nice is that those
people had no idea what my bike could do, no idea who
I am. The only association they could see was Red Bull
and extreme sport. And that’s what I love about these
projects. You take our small sport and create a big
surprise. Things like that are what make trips like these
so unique.”

INTERVIEW WITH

DOUGIE LAMPKIN
The immersion of global sport culture into authentic local
environments allowed Lampkin to experience lesser-known
locations of Sri Lanka overlooked by most. We asked him a few
questions about his experience.

When did you first fall in love with the sport?
My Father was World Trial Champion back in 1975 and I was born
in 1976 so I grew up around bikes and started to ride when I was
three. I have always ridden and loved it from the beginning.

What did you know of Sri Lanka before arriving?
Very little, but one of my friends has a company based there and
once he found out I was going, he assured me I would be impressed.
I certainly was. The scenery is amazing.

How does Sri Lankan terrain compare with
other destinations you’ve been to?
The areas where we were welcomed to ride would not be possible in
Europe. The locals also really enjoyed watching.

What was the most challenging moment of the
trail for you as a rider?
The most challenging part for me was the climb up the long staircase
to the fort as there was no room for error in case of any trouble.
Also, the waterfall was very slippery and again no room for error.

What was your favourite moment of your time
on the island?
I loved all the travelling around that we did in the van, experiencing
all the different locations and spending time with the Redbull SL
team was great.

What would be your number one tip to other
adventure travelers when in Sri Lanka?
Travel around as much as possible as there is so much to see. I just
hope you have a little sunshine!! I can’t wait to come back.
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Loyal Stalkers
WORDS BY CHHIMI TENDUFLA

In a private room sheltered from the Colombo riots, a
seventeen-year-old girl gives birth to a hate-child. At a
city gym, an introverted fitness instructor obsesses over
his unattainable client. Inside an untended guest-house
room, an adolescent cricket champ is caught unawares by
his coach’s violent fury. By a rain-drenched gravesite, a
special-needs teacher confides in a stranger.
Edgy yet tender, racy yet warm, these interlinked stories
take us into the unfamiliar everyday of Sri Lankan living,
where smugglers, waiters, single moms and cheaters
cross paths as they attempt to negotiate a web of shock,
subterfuge and irony.
A collection of infinite brio and charm, this is Chhimi
Tenduf-La at his inventive best.

Sending a Night Breeze
He wears swimming goggles and a bright yellow raincoat.
I am naked from the waist down.
He scratches his bald head and leans over me. No love
in his eyes. No hate. No warmth. Nothing. As if he has
never seen me before.
He tightens the straps on his goggles and sits in a
rocking chair, while the fourteen-year-old maid pulls up
his Wellington boots.
I am drugged up to my eyeballs. As far as I can
remember, this is the first time I am not scared of him.
Instead, I love him even though he has never coveted
my affection.
He is my father.
The maid lifts one of my legs. The eighty-year-old
nurse, chosen because she has no memory, raises the other.
It is July 1983 and there are riots and curfews in
Colombo. This barely registers with our family, because
I am seventeen years old, unmarried, and having a baby.
My father delivers babies for a living, most of the time in
a hospital. For a hefty fee, he also performs unrecorded
deliveries to spare the shame of anyone in Sri Lanka
whose lives are ruled by what their neighbours think.
When he does these home deliveries, he is careful that
blood does not get onto his person or in his eyes. The
goggles, I have always been convinced, are more for
effect than necessity, to intimidate in a way he thinks is
mischievous rather than cruel. Like how, as a diabetic, he
sits at the dining table and injects his stomach in front
of us while we’re eating. A smile on his face – and this
is a man who rarely shows any joy. Not to his wife and
daughter anyway.
I am charged a nominal fee for this delivery, because I
am family. My mother insists I pay something even though
I could have had it done for free at a government hospital.
‘But what is the price for being judged?’ she asks me.
‘What is the price of shame?’
She is not here, but that’s no surprise. I cannot
remember her ever hugging or kissing me. I’m told she
never rocked me to sleep as a baby, burped me, consoled
me. Those kind of things were left to the youngest maid
she had in her employment. Still, I always imagined her
holding my hand when I was giving birth. I imagined
holding a hand bigger than mine, but now I am squeezing
the small right hand of the fourteen-year-old maid.
My father, your grandfather, looks at me. He could
be a gym instructor. A drill sergeant. ‘Push, duwa, when
I tell you.’
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‘Call me sudu duwa, like you normally do,’ I say.
Technically ‘sudu duwa’ means white daughter, but I am
not all that fair. Maybe it is what they wanted of me.
Maybe, since they think it is a good thing to not be dark,
my father called me that as a term of affection.
‘Push, duwa,’ he says. ‘Don’t waste the contractions.’
As I scream, my mother pokes her head through the
door. ‘Keep it down.’
I push and push until I cannot open my eyes but
when I do, you are in the eighty-year-old nurse’s arms.
Cleaned, but not clean. My mother nowhere to be seen.
My father’s spotless raincoat, boots and goggles strewn
on the red cement floor.
The fourteen-year-old maid has tears in her eyes. She
touches my forehead and it feels nice.
Now you are on my chest. Feeding.
My sudu putha.
It doesn’t feel real because it is so familiar. So like I
knew it would be, for some reason.
This is love.
You have been assigned a fake surname on your birth
certificate, but I am allowed to give you a first name.
I am not sure if this is the one act of compassion my
mother could muster, or if she could not be bothered to
research the numerology herself.
I name you Sidhara.
In numerology the name has the birth path 6 and its
meaning is connected to self-confidence and excellence.
Your life purpose will be to reconcile your ideals with
reality, and to accept the world as it is. As if you ever
had a choice.
My father’s always been too busy being pampered by
younger nurses to notice babies. He delivers them like
he would a package for DHL. But my mother? I want
her to see you, perhaps then she will change her mind.
I know she cannot show affection. I know she hates to
touch or hold or kiss. But she loves me. She loves you.
She has a heart.
More importantly to her, she has fair skin, a Kandyan
name, money, marriage to a doctor, kids. She has respect
and she creates fear for people who have none of these
things. No way could she have a seventeen-year-old
unmarried daughter with a baby. No way could that
baby be given a Kandyan name.
It doesn’t make a difference that I was raped. It is still
my shame. Still the family’s shame.
We keep you for two months. Enough time for me to
breastfeed. Enough time, my mother says, for me to get
back into shape so I can be seen again. So I can get ready
for my official return from the UK where she claims I
have been when I was actually hiding my bump.
A Buddhist monk arrives by trishaw. He has no
creases in his robes and I wonder how a man living a
simple life irons his clothes. That is a distraction. Me
conning myself. I know why he is here.
I scream and say, ‘If they take him, I will tell the
whole of Colombo the truth. I will tell them I had a
baby and you gave him away. I will tell them who the
father is.’
And I feel the cold edge of a kitchen knife to my
throat. My own mother with a blade to my neck, her
hand shaking with rage, spit dribbling from her mouth.

‘You will do no such thing.’
She smiles to remind me that I do not have the
power to upset her. She drops the knife to the floor.
That damn knife I hate, its rusted blade ten years past
its life expectancy. The knife I was fined for breaking
even though it cost twenty-eight rupees new and fifty-six
rupees to mend.
Upal and Tharanga drag me away. They need their
jobs. I am locked in the upstairs bathroom, standing on
the faded green bidet and looking through the gaps in
the window frame where the wood has warped. I see
the fourteen-year-old maid breaking down on the front
lawn. Crying for me. Crying for herself. I don’t even
know her name.
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Tea Country

For most, the growing of this little leaf is a wondrous
sight to behold, a mesmerizing undulation of shades
of green across the landscape. One of the island’s most
iconic geographical markers and its claim to fame, the
hills of Sri Lanka’s central highlands are etched with it.
Here, lies the heart of tea country.
The year was 1869, when disaster hit the British
Colony of Ceylon. Coffee, the main crop of the island
at the time was struck down with a coffee-rust fungus
destroying vast plantations. Cue James Taylor, the
Scotsmen who planted the destined seeds of a grand
tea empire.
Taylor’s initial experiments and conviction made
him largely responsible for early successes. With
cultivation on the rise, workers were transported
by boat from southern India to work the new tea
plantations. Known as “plantation Tamils” it is their
descendants that work the steep slopes still today.
With a workforce in place, it wasn’t long before
Taylor had a fully equipped factory and in 1873, his
teas began to fetch him handsome prices at the famed
London tea auction. By 1880, production rose from 23
pounds to 81 tons and by 1890, it rose to 22,900 tons.
The rest, as they say, is history.
Holding on to the coveted number one ranking for
black teas over the last century is no fluke. Every step
of preparing the most popular beverage on earth is a
painstaking process. From the nimble fingers of the
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women who skillfully pluck the two
youngest leaves and a bud from the
end of each branch, to the 170 minutes
of oxidization and the 21 minutes of
withering and ultimately the art of
brewing it to your preference. The
entire process is one hundred percent
natural with no nasty additives or
chemicals.
Before the production process begins
there are many conditions that
influence the tea leaf. Altitude, soil,
weather, and even the time of day the
leaf is plucked, all of this results in
subtle differences of varying tasting
notes. Iconic but not exclusive to hill
country slopes, Ceylon teas are grown
in six major regions throughout the
country. Galle, to the south of the
island; Ratnapura, about 55 miles east
of Colombo; Kandy the lower region,
near the ancient royal capital; Nuwera
Eliya, at the highest altitude; Dimbulla
west of the central mountains; and
Uva, located east of Dimbulla. Highgrown teas are produced at elevations
between 3,500 and 7,500 feet, and lowgrown teas, range from elevations of
1,500 to 1,800 feet. Although strong
in taste and colour, low-grown teas,
tend to lack the distinctive flavours
and fresh taste of higher-grown teas,
which produce the best golden elixirs
with an intense and distinct flavour. A
good rule of thumb is the higher grown
the tea, the lighter the cup and more
refined the flavours. The lower grown
teas are a stronger version and ideal
with a dash of milk and sweetener.
As you meander through the island you
are bound to pass a plantation or two,
and if you make your way up into the
hills, the sheer beauty and bounty of
the richly tiered and seemingly endless
rows upon rows of lush tea bushes will
blow you away. And throughout the
day you will surely be offered a cup or
two of our pride and joy. As you sip
on your Ceylon tea, remember all that
went into that little leaf before it made
it to your cup.
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WORDS BY CHEF ADAM GAUNT-EVANS

Cooking

in Sri Lanka

I’ve been visiting Sri Lanka for the past 10 years - coming here from
Britain was like Dorothy leaving Kansas and seeing life in technicolor
for the first time. Being married to a Colombo girl has now made the
island my second home, where I’m happily immersed in rich culture,
delicious cuisine, and sense of discovery at every turn.
In my role as Executive Chef at the Galle Face Hotel, Sri Lanka’s
legendary Grand-Dame hotel, I oversee a brigade of 100 chefs spread
across a collection of distinct restaurants, bars, and grand banqueting
halls. Being involved in a variety of cuisines and offerings whilst
traveling extensively around the country meeting growers, farmers,
and producers has given me a new perspective on cooking and I’ve
developed a passion and interest for the future of food in my own
corner of the globe. In an age where information is instantly shared
throughout communities across the world, there is a strong global
movement amongst the new generation of chefs and food-producing
artisans who are looking more closely than ever at the ethics and
values of working with honest wholesome produce, food nutrition,
the challenges of feeding the world’s growing population, and
preserving cultural identity. Sri Lanka has managed to preserve its
culture and food traditions perfectly, where any traveler will witness
unique and quirky pieces of the country’s soul throughout their visit.
The famous stilt fishermen of Galle, loud and entertaining kottu roti
makers who have spread island-wide, and the rustic fish stands with
their thick wooden blocks and astonishing filleting knives that never
cease to amaze.
The French often use the word terroir to describe an exact natural
environment or region, and the characteristics of a particular taste
of food or wine, depending on where it’s produced. Sri Lanka with
its many elevations, climates, and varying terrains certainly punches
above its weight in variety of natural produce, further enhanced with
a melting pot of cultures, historic influences, and its own indigenous
bounty of spices and palette of flavours, many unique to the island.
In rural areas, everything is still made from scratch and the older
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generations here can tell you the Ayurvdedic
nature of every ingredient in every dish.
Coriander aids digestion and is a detoxifying
agent, pepper is used to treat nervous and
skin disorders, curry leaves help cholesterol,
allergies and even treat snake bites. In fact,
just about all traditional Sri Lankan recipes
balance taste with the medicinal properties in
the ingredients - a philosophy which is sadly
being lost in the mainstream today but is
being resurrected by a new wave of passionate
new businesses around the island, preserving
traditional values, and carving out a truly
unique foodie destination.The range of grains,
fruits, vegetables, herbs, and spices with their
unique wellness-promoting qualities means
the future is looking very bright for Sri
Lankan cuisine, as it starts to gather attention
on an international stage. The West has long
had a taste for exotic, spiced dishes from
Indian, Chinese, and Thai flavours. Could we
be sitting on the next great cuisine?
What is equally appealing to a chef with a
background in luxury 5-star hotel kitchens are
the primitive tools still being used to create
traditional dishes. Every Sri Lankan will tell
you the best dishes are cooked in clay pots on
small chimneys over fire wood - the method
still commonly used in village areas. The miris
gala or traditional grind stone is used daily
to make pastes and sambols that can never
be replicated in a modern food processor. (I
know because I have tried.) Home-ground
spice mixes will always be more fragrant and
potent than mass produced blends that still, of
course, have their culinary value.

For those who have yet to experience
authentic rice and curry, a real experience
is yet to come. Rice is given the highest
importance by being listed first on any menu
and in the way it is served proudly placed at
the centre of each plate or banana leaf as the
back bone of the country. Red rice, favoured
for its low glycemic index, is the preferred
choice surrounded by a variety of spicy
curries, sambals, and accompaniments. Made
from scratch, the ritual of preparing and
serving such a meal is a gargantuan labour of
love and therefore highly rewarding. Despite
being the most popular meal island-wide, it is
far too labour-intensive for the modern family
to cook and prepare daily, and convenience
products such as spice mixes, coconut milk
powder, and even washed and prepared
vegetables have become the norm. Delicious
complete meals known as ”rice packets” are
readily available and inexpensive.
As the West imposes high-profit, fast-food
business on traditional cultures, the obesity
epidemic and health concerns have become as
prevalent here as anywhere else in the world,
and as the country lives between the old and
the new, the future of what we should eat is
in question.
Sri Lanka is on the brink of a boom in tourism
and new businesses as the country captures
the world’s imagination for its diversity,
authenticity, and astounding culture and
natural beauty. The modern traveler will
find the richest experiences feasting on local
cuisine wherever they go here; only a handful
of top hotels and restaurants manage to pull

off international cuisine in a proper way. Fear
not - this could be a blessing and will lead you
on a journey of discovery that may even effect
the way you eat in your own country. Take
some clay chatti pots, hopper pans, pestle
and mortars (if you can carry them), coconut
spoons, and spices home and merge it with
your own cuisine.
If the world can take just one thing away from
Sri Lankan cuisine, it would perhaps be that
modernizing is not always progress. The talent
pool of Sri Lankan chefs around the world is
astounding for the size of the population, and
more often than not they have mastered their
craft in international cuisines, kitchen artistry,
European patisserie and bakery. Yet the
future of Sri Lankan cuisine will be about rediscovering the country’s past, reconnecting
with local ingredients, cooking techniques and
philosophies that have nearly been forgotten.
When I go out to eat, I want to try a cook’s
version of something their grandmother
used to make. I look for pastry shops that
follow old Dutch Burgher recipes. I want to
see creative young chefs studying the cuisine
of the indigenous Veddahs shown in their
own contemporary interpretation. I want fast
food cafes that use local ingredients and talk
about the health and energy giving values of
what I’m about to eat. As the world discovers
this tiny paradise island I now call home, I
believe this resurgent localism will bring the
right kind of experiences within tourism and
put Sri Lanka on the world map as a culinary
destination, meanwhile preserving cultural
culinary heritage and wisdom and supporting
the health and well-being of the communities
living here. That’s what I call progress.

Adam trained at The Dorchester Hotel in London,
the Michelin starred Greenhouse in Mayfair, and
the iconic 7-star Burj al Arab, Dubai.
He was sous-chef at the Flying Fish restaurant in
Sydney, and headed the fine dining restaurants at
the luxurious Soneva Fushi in the Maldives, and
Soneva Kiri in Thailand.
His latest assignment as Executive Chef at the
legendary Galle Face Hotel in Sri Lanka is his
most exciting role to date, overseeing the culinary
operations of this magnificent heritage property.
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Colombo
Unsticking From Time
WORDS AND PHOTOS BY ABDUL HALIK AZEEZ

Colombo is the political nerve center and economic hub of
Sri Lanka. It is a multicultural city with inhabitants from
all walks of life hailing from the island’s various ethnicities
and cultures. Due to its centrality, it has also been home to
political, economic and socio-cultural struggle.
In the post-war context, an economic boom has contributed
to migration into Colombo, which as part of the Western
Province contributes roughly half of the country’s GDP.
Measures were taken to gentrify and beautify spaces
within the city in hand with a political project focused on
making Colombo a “seductive landscape” for big capital;
often with serious consequences for long entrenched
populations who have lived within it for years.

Colombo is now changing at a rapid pace. Plush apartment
complexes and new shopping malls catering to both local
and global elites stand side by side next to neighborhoods,
streets and markets which have stood unchanged for
generations, made static by security concerns brought on
by the country’s decades long civil war. Its change mirrors
its wealth disparity. Colombo is a mix of the modern
and the anachronistic, the rich and the poor, and its
amalgamation of traditional cultures and ways of life are
being influenced by a distinct consumerist touch.
In this series I have attempted to explore Colombo through
iconographic material that highlight its throwbacks to a
static past. I have looked at what I see as micro signifiers
that represent the broader aspects of the social, geographic
and political landscape of the city.

Abdul Halik Azeez is a journalist and
economist currently studying linguistics at the
University of Granada, Spain. As a street and
documentary photographer he has exhibited
both in Sri Lanka and internationally. More
of his work can be found on his instagram
account (@colombedouin) and at the Saskia
Fernando Gallery, Colombo.
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Trains
Ceylon Style

GOING UP-COUNTRY FROM
COLOMBO TO KANDY
Leaving behind the chaos of Fort Station, the Colombo to Kandy
train chugs along passing small sleepy towns with quaint little
stations as it climbs uphill. You won’t want take your eyes off the
ever-changing landscapes outside the window - from paddy fields
to sprawling tea estates and tree-covered hills.
Duration: Approximately 2.5 hours

The Sri Lankan railway system dates back to British Colonial times
as the means to transport tea and coffee from the plantations in the
central highlands, to the city of Colombo in the south. Today, the
railway serves crowds of commuters as well as travelers looking to
experience a taste of local life and stunning vistas of the country.
Train stations can be hectic and there are often long lines to buy
tickets for the popular routes. Most trains are government run,
but there are some private lines that operate carriages on some
sectors. Tickets can be purchased at the railway station in advance,
or through the websites of the private train operators. Most trains
offer a first, second and third class option, all of which are extremely
budget friendly.
Our favourite train rides include:

ALONG THE COASTLINE
FROM COLOMBO TO GALLE
The ride along Sri Lanka’s coastline offers a never ending view of
the sparkling Indian Ocean along miles of sandy beaches and palm
trees swaying in the breeze. You’ll most certainly glimpse fishermen
working on their colorful boats on the beach or making their way
back to shore with their catch of the day. The train passes through
small fishing villages dotted with thatched huts as well as villages
renowned for their crafts such as traditional mask making, and
notable places of worship.
Duration: Approximately 3 hours
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RIDING THROUGH THE
PLANTATIONS FROM
KANDY TO ELLA
This has been dubbed not only one of the most scenic train rides
in the country but arguably one of the most stunning in the world.
The wobbling train winds through the clouds, past lush, emerald
green tea plantations speckled with colourful sari-wearing tea
pluckers amidst breathtaking views of mountain tops and gushing
waterfalls.
Duration: Approximately 6 hours

Photo credit: Cara Pfund

Train rides through Sri Lanka don’t just offer a window to the vast
landscapes of the country, they are an insight to the culture itself. The
tempo of conversations in a foreign language. Ubiquitous radiant smiles.
Pulsing music. The shy but curious kids that won’t look away and vendors
that hop on during stops and yell for your attention; waving tropical fruit
and local snacks, as they sprint down the carriage. There is no other mode
of travel on the island that can offer you such a remarkably immersive and
richly sensuous experience as you journey.
Tips:
- Request for a window seat when booking your tickets.
- Bring a packed lunch and some bottled water for the journey.
- Make sure your phone and camera are fully charged so you don’t miss
any of the exciting photo ops .
- The train rides can get quite bumpy at times.
- The bathrooms can be messy- bring along some toilet paper and hand
sanitizer.
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WORDS BY FAZRY IBRAHIM

Rathna
Falls

Rathna Ella, the 10th highest waterfall in Sri Lanka at
111 feet (about 34 metres), is a must-do on your list if
you are in the Kandy area with a day to spare. Located
about 1.5 hours’ drive from Kandy, the falls are situated
in an isolated spot surrounded by thick, verdant forests.,
The journey from Kandy to Rathna Ella (Ella is the
Sinhalese word for waterfall) requires a fabulous drive
along the Mahiyanganaya Road, which is an experience
in itself as you pass spectacular views winding through 18
hairpin bends, twisting and turning your way to Hasalaka
Town. Once you reach the town, take a left at the Gamini
Monument and ask for directions to the car park for
Rathna Falls.
Park your car at the kade (local shop) and begin the 3
km (just shy of two miles) hike up a most gentle ascent.
The path begins with luminous terraced paddy fields set
against lush mountains. Then it follows a small irrigation
waterway flowing down from the falls that leads you
straight there. Arriving at the beautiful and refreshing
scene of crystal clear water cascading over impressive
boulders and slabs of rock is well worth the cool and easy
trek under the shade of the surrounding forests. Once you
reach the top there are many levels of the falls to explore
and more mini waterfalls to discover.
The trek can be done by kids and adults alike. Once
you arrive at the falls, some agility is required to climb
over rocks and through the streams to get to the main
pool. Make sure to take your bathing suit as a dip in the
cool water will be irresistible. Bathing under a tropical
waterfall is one of life’s genuine thrills and Rathna Falls
offers up a truly unforgettable moment with nature that
is sure to transcend into a lifelong memory if you are
lucky enough to experience it for yourself.
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Photo credit: Fazry Ibrahim
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Cities guide

Colombo
Distance from airport: 32.5 km
Modes of transport: Car hire, bus
Best time of year to visit: Colombo
is classified as an all-year-round
destination. Although monsoon season
from May - August is generally wet and
April is the hottest month of the year
and a sticky time in the city.
Attractions: Cuisine, shopping, culture,
night life, historical architecture, city
parks, Hindu and Buddhist temples
Pro Tip: Change currency in Colombo.
Recommendation: Be sure to buy your
gifts and souvenirs in Colombo. There is
much more variety on offer.

The economic nucleus of the island and the breeding ground for innovation, Colombo is
changing rapidly. There is a buzz about this city unlike any other in the country. Like most big
cities around the world, Colombo boasts a dynamic food scene. From local street food gold, to ‘Sri
Lankan Chinese’ (a must try for you Asian food lovers) to trendy cafes and al fresco dining. Roof
top bars offer up some incredible views of the city, especially at sunset and are a great starting
point for a night out on the town. A return and retention of the “up and comers” generation post
civil war means that local brands are beginning to pop up and thrive, improving the hospitality,
entertainment and retail landscape of the city.
Colombo has a few city walks you don’t want to miss. Take a stroll through the fort area. This is
the hub of the city and the place where the old and the new coexist. Check out the iconic Pettah
Market where eccentric shops spill out in to tiny streets.
From there it’s a small walk to the Dutch museum on Prince Street and the iconic Red Mosque
on 2nd Street. If you fancy yourself a foodie, head to Hulstdorph for some of the best street
food in the city. In Colombo 7 lies the beautiful monument of Independence Square, including
a museum and memorial hall commemorating independence from British Rule. The buildings
are surrounded by a green park with an arcade next door featuring shopping, restaurants and
entertainment. If you feel like getting a bit of exercise, go for a walk in the morning or evening
and pound the pavement there with the locals. Another great walking route is to the National
Museum and round to Victoria Park; sit on a giant tree and watch the city go by. For your
dose of temples check out the iconic Ghangarama Temple in the heart of the city and for a less
commercial experience don’t miss Kalaniya Temple just 9.6 km away. A place of worship for
over 2000 years, it is one of great significance for Buddhists in Sri Lanka. The walls and ceilings
of the temple are covered in intricate murals considered some of the best artwork in the country.

Photo credit: Tom Tidball

Few islands in the world can boast such a variety of landscapes,
climates and cultures as Sri Lanka holds. With so much
diversity at close proximity, Sri Lanka is a tropical destination
heavyweight. Lush jungles give way to pristine beaches. Misty
mountains are etched with green gold. Giant waterfalls carve
the hills and feed the lakes. National parks stretch to all corners
of the island, teeming with wildlife and endemic treasures.
Apart from an obvious tropical beauty, Sri Lanka has a culture
and history dating back over 2,000 years. The captivating ruins
of the cultural triangle whisper of great kingdoms fallen, while
the streets of the capital are lined with distinct reminders of
a colonial past. Travelling around this island, you get a sense
of the humility, beauty, and resilience of its people and their
deep-rooted connection with tradition. As a travel destination,
there is a place and pursuit for everyone on this beautiful island.
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Jaffna
Distance from airport: 360 km
Modes of transport: Bus, train, car
Best time of year to visit: All year
round
Attractions: History & culture
Pro Tip: Take a moment to stop at the
iconic Rio’s Ice Cream parlour. It’s the
best place to people watch.
Recommendation: Organise a boat and
go island hopping

A bastion of Hindu tradition and Sri Lankan Tamil culture, Jaffna is a pressure point in the
island’s history. Having absorbed the brunt of a 26-year civil war, Jaffna is slowly rising from the
ashes. Upgraded public transport and paved roads mean that Jaffna’s days of isolation are past.
The palm-shaded suburbia of the city is an ideal base for short jaunts to surrounding attractions.
A highlight of the region are the islands off the coast of Jaffna. Delft, Eluvaithivu, Analaitivu and
Nainathivu are just four of the nine islands worth visiting. The low-lying beaches are pristine
and the hypnotic boat rides through remote villages offer a glimpse into authentic coastal living.
To scratch the cultural itch, don’t miss a visit to the Nallur Kandasamy kovil. With an intricately
carved golden tower rising 100 feet (30.5 meters) from the ground, it is the most striking temple
in the peninsula and dates back to the 17th century. Visit the town of Point Pedro, the most
northern point of the island and explore the Manalkadu sand dunes. The Doric House in Mannar
is worth a visit. Here stand the ruins of the home of the first British governor in Sri Lanka,
Fredrick North. Think isolated beach, framed by epic brick archways. Also, be sure to check out
Keerimalai Hot Springs. Located off the Jaffna peninsula, these springs are said to be therapeutic
due to their high mineral content. Locals gather at these springs on the new moon in July to dip
in to the water and pay respects to the souls of their departed ancestors.
Photo credit: Tom Tidball

Kandy
Distance from airport: 105 km
Modes of transport: Bus, train, car hire
Best time of year to visit: All year
round
Attractions: Cultural
Pro Tip: Alcohol may not be served
after 8pm in Kandy Town.
Recommendation: When visiting the
Temple of the Tooth make sure to go when
the daily ceremonies are on. That’s 9:3010:30 am and again from 5:30-6:30 pm
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Kandy was Sri Lanka’s final kingdom and the last independent stronghold of the Sinhalese. The
Kingdom of Kandy clung onto its freedom long after the rest of the island had fallen to the
Portuguese and then the Dutch. As a result Kandy was able to more deeply preserve its own
customs and culture, which live on today in the city’s unique music, dance form and distinct
architectural style. The city maintains a somewhat aristocratic air with a surprisingly small-town
atmosphere. Kandy is home to the sacred Temple of the Tooth, the country’s most important
Buddhist shrine and the Esala Perahera, its most exuberant festival. The ancient relic of Lord
Buddha’s tooth is paraded through the streets every August in an epic procession knows as the
Perehera. Bedazzled elephants parade with fire dancers, traditional drummers, and pageantry
unlike any other in the world. Needless to say if you find yourself in Kandy in August you’ll
not want to miss it. Kandyan dancing and drumming are considered to be Sri Lanka’s most
iconic performing arts and are key elements in the great Esala Perahera festival. There are daily
performances in the town center every evening for your viewing pleasure.
If you’re looking for more to do around town, check out the Udawatha Rainforest, which is
just behind the Temple of the Tooth and a great place for a trek. Other notable temples include
Embekke, Lankatilake and Gadaladeniya which are all in close proximity. The best way to visit,
however, is to walk at least part of the way between the three, starting at the Embekke Devale
and finishing at Gadaladeniya (or vice versa).
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Galle
Distance from airport: 168.4 km
Modes of transport: Highway bus,
train, car
Best time of year to visit: November
- March
Attractions: Beach & cultural
Pro Tip: Venture to jungle beach (close
by to Galle) early in the morning before
the crowds descend.
Recommendation: Check out the cliff
divers at Flag Rock at the southernmost
end of the Fort.
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Made famous for its fortifications, Galle is a
vibrant southern coastal city and an integral
part of the island’s history. Its strategic position
along the ancient Silk Route meant Galle was an
important harbor for ships travelling between
Asia and Europe; the center of a spider web
connecting cultures, continents and centuries
gone by. The Portuguese captured Galle from
the Sinhala Kings in 1587, only to succumb to
Dutch invasion in 1640. A hundred years later
the Dutch imported slaves from Mozambique
to build an enormous fortress to accommodate
the regional headquarters of the Dutch East
India Company. The Dutch expanded and
strengthened the fort and it is their influence
and architecture that is most prominent today.
By the mid 1800’s under subsequent British rule,
the sprawling Fort of Galle was one of the most
cosmopolitan towns in South Asia.

Two hundred years later it is in the midst
of a cultural and architectural renaissance.
The fort itself is remarkably intact. Its
charming collection of private homes line
the cobblestone streets with grand center
courtyards, designed as an oasis from
the tropical heat. There are many quaint
boutiques with unique treasures and many
eateries with a variety of cuisine on offer.
Mosques, churches and warehouses are being
scrubbed, buffed and reinvented as jewels as
Sri Lanka’s hottest tourist destinations.
Galle is also knows for its proximity to iconic
south coast beaches such as Unawatuna
Bay and Thalpe Beach, both fantastic places
to get your fix of sun and sea. Dip, dive or
simply relax with cocktail in hand. For a bit
of adventure, head to Kanneliya Rainforest
45 km away from Galle. Known as the “lungs
of the south” it offers some treks through
the jungle which include viewpoints and
waterfalls.
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Anurdhapura
Distance from airport: 167.2 km
Modes of transport: Bus, train, car
Best time of year to visit: Considered
a year-round destination, it’s worth
noting that April and September are
considered the best months as they are
most likely dry and sunny with moderate
temperatures.
Attractions: History & culture
Pro Tip: Visit the ruins in the morning
before the sun gets too hot.
Recommendations: The sacred Bodhi
tree should not be missed. It is the oldest
historically authenticated tree in the
world and the heart of Anuradhapura.

Photo credit: Tom Tidball
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The picturesque and sacred city of
Anurdhapura was Sri Lanka’s political and
religious capital, flourishing for 1,300 years
before being abandoned after succumbing to
Indian invaders in 993 AD. Anuradhapura
remains a fascinating place today and one of
great significance. The sheer scale of the ruined
city is awe-inspiring and can be explored for
days. Functioning as the epicenter of secular
and spiritual power at its peak, Anurdhapura
was home to ten thousand monks, making it
one of the greatest monastic cities the world
has ever seen. The kings of Anurdahpura
were responsible for the golden age of
Sinhalese culture and temples and structures
they built were only surpassed at the time
by the great pyramids of Giza. Following
the collapse of the great northern Sinhalese
civilization, Anuradhapura was reclaimed
by the jungle, and largely forgotten, except
by the communities of monks and guardians
of the sacred bo tree who continued to
live here. The British “rediscovered” the
city in the nineteenth century, after which
Anuradhapura slowly began to thrive again.

Photo credit: Tom Tidball

Anuradhapura’s scatter of monuments and
remains is vast and potentially confusing. The
most obvious place to start is the Mahavihara,
at the physical and historical center of the
ancient city. From there make your way to
the Ruvanvalisaya dagoba (temple) and then
southwards to Sri Maha Bodhi, the sacred fig
tree said to be cultivated from a branch off
the same tree under which Buddha attained
enlightment, before doubling back toward
the Thuparamaya dagoba. From here you can
either head east to the Jetavana monastery or
north to the Abhayagiri monastery complex.
Plan time to venture out from Anurdhapura
to Kekirawa, (44.1 km) to the magnificent
Aukana Sasseruwa. Standing at more than 40
feet high and carved from a granite rock face,
this is one of the finest Buddha statues on the
island. Carved in the 5th century, it depicts a
standing Lord Buddha with a loosely worn,
elaborately carved robe.
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Negombo
Distance from airport: 7.9 km
Modes of transport: Bus, train, car
Best time of year to visit: Negombo
beaches are in season from November
- April
Attractions: Beach, food
Pro Tip: Boat rides in an iconic
catamaran can be organized on the
corner of Louise Place at the end of Hotel
Road.
Recommendation: Hire a bicycle
and ride along the Hamilton canal for
picturesque views through small villages
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Negombo is a coastal city famed for its close proximity to the international
airport. With wide sandy beaches, a prominent strip of bars, restaurants and
shops, Negombo has a distinct buzz. It is not unlike, yet far more compact
than its counterparts like Kuta in Bali and Kawasan Road in Bangkok.
Negombo Town, a few miles south of the beach offers an introduction to
coastal life with the local fish market at the very heart. With a long history of
foreign visitors, the town was one of the first to be taken by the Portuguese
upon invasion, making it a Christian stronghold. Later taken by the Dutch,
Negombo was remodeled with a system of canals to transport famed Ceylon
cinnamon through the interior to the coast where it was destined to be sold
and shipped abroad as treasures from the East. Today the city’s economy is
centered around fishing. With the ocean providing high-grade fish for world
markets and the lagoon backing the town, it may be the best place to find the
island’s best prawns, crab, and lobster.

Photo credit: Tom Tidball

Negombo is becoming increasingly famous for waterborne activities from
boogie- boarding and kayaking to diving, sailing, and kitesurfing (January
- March). For a change in scenery, take a boat ride through the nearby
Muthurajawela wetlands to experience a unique ecosystem said to have
originated in 5,000 BC.

Photo credit: Tom Tidball
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Nuwara-eliya
Distance from airport: 155.7 km
Modes of transport:
(Nanuoya station), car

Bus,

train

Best time of year to visit: February October
Attractions: Landscape & history
Pro Tip: Horton Plains National Park
offers one of the best treks in Sri Lanka
and is only 28.5Km away.
Recommendations: The Labookellie
Tea Centre on Kandy Road offers guided
tours of the factory free of charge and
also runs a sales outlet and a restaurant
on site.

Trincomalee
Distance from airport: 233.4 km
Modes of transport: Bus, train, car
Best time of year to visit: May to end
August
Attractions: Some of the best beaches
on the island
Pro Tip: Pigeon Island should be visited
in the early hours of the morning before
visitors descend and the sun begins to
burn.

A considerable trek from Colombo, Trinco,
as locals call it, is located in the northeast of
the island. Isolated for many years by the civil
war, Trincomalee has had its share of bad luck
and is still seemingly underdeveloped today.
As a result, Trinco boasts arguably the best
beaches on the island and remains unchanged by
consumer tourism.
The wide long beaches of Nilaveli and Uppaveli,
both just north of the city are the best places to
start your beach holiday. Snorkeling is a must
and there is no better place than Pigeon Island
which is a short boat ride from Nilaveli beach.

Nuwara-Eliya is a historical town steeped in
Ceylon tea and colonial influence. Known as
‘Little England” Nuwera-Eliya is an idyllic hillside
town with the coolest climate nestled in the heart
of tea country. Once home to British planters that
converted the wild countryside into the manicured
emerald slopes for which Sri Lanka is so well
known. Traditional British cottages still pepper
the town, some reinvented as boutique hotels.
Though developing rapidly, the town whispers of
former glory while clinging to its nostalgic charm.
The Nuwera-Eliya Race Course down town is the
only surviving horseracing venue on the island
and dates back to 1875. The annual horse race
still continues today during high season in April.
Within walking distance from the town center is
one of Nuwara-Eliya’s biggest attractions, the 126year old, 18-hole golf course spread over 90 acres.

Nuwara-Eliya is the town base for visits
to Horton Plains National Park, which is
just one hour away. The only national park
located in the mountains, it dominates the
highest tableland on the island. A cloud forest
and a UNESCO World Heritage Site, Horton
Plains cocoons a diverse landscape with some
stunning highlights. Namely Bakers Falls and
World’s End, where the southern Horton
Plains drops dramatically nearly 1000 meters
to reveal breathtaking views of the plains
below. Early morning visits are essential,
both to see the wildlife and before the
morning mist obscures the views. For a more
leisurely stroll try Hakkagala Gardens just 10
km away on the Badulla Road. Established in
1860, it lies under the Hakgala Peak; sitting
over 5000 feet above sea level, it is the highest
set botanical garden in the world.

Photo credit Tom Tidball

Trinco also offers divers some fantastic reefs
and wrecks to explore including a Word War
II Japanese fighter plane. Take a break from
sun and sea and explore Swami Rock. It’s a
sheer rocky outcrop that rises high above the
city with views of the turquoise bays on both
sides. If you’re lucky, you might see whales
misting the horizon. The Koneswaram temple
crowns the top of the rock and is iconic to
the city. At the foot of Swami Rock lies the
Trincomalee Harbor, the 5th largest natural
harbor in the world, where local fisherman
gather at dawn and dusk to unveil the
treasures of the sea.

Recommendation: A day spent at
Marble Beach
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beachtime
PHOTOS BY TOM TIDBALL

If you go far enough in any direction you’re
going to hit a beach, you’re on an island
after all. Everyone one of them has their
charm and their seasons. Whether you’re an
avid surfer, runner, walker or sandcastlebuilder, you’re going to find your personal
favourite. So kick off your shoes and get a
little sand between your toes.
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the recipe
INGREDIENTS

1/2 fresh coconut
1 medium red onion finely diced (we
prefer the smaller red onions)
juice of 1 lime
2 tbsp of chili flakes
1 tsp of dried ‘Maldive Fish’

EQUIPMENT
bowl
coconut shaver
grinding stone

STEPS

1. Crack the coconut in half and pour
the juice into a glass. (You’ll want
to sip on the juice while you scrape
the coconut; its tough work if
you’re not used to it.)
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2. Shave one half of the coconut into
a bowl.
3. On to the grinding stone add the
Maldivian fish, chili flakes and salt.
Grind to a paste (if you dont have
a traditional griding stone use pestle
and mortar)
4. Add the finely chopped red onion
to the paste and grind again until
the onions turn mushy.

The French have their fois gras, the English have their Yorkshire
pudding, the Vietnamese have their pho, the Japanese have their
Kobe beef, the Austrians have their wiener schnitzel, the Koreans
have their kimchi, the Canadians have their poutine (the Russians
have their Putin)… and we Sri Lankans have our pol sambol. There’s
an array of dishes that are a must-try when you come here on holiday
– egg hoppers, kottu roti, crab curry, lunu miris, lamprais, isso vaddai
to name a few. But our pol sambol comes from the heart. Although
a simple recipe, each family prepares it differently, and within the
family there will always be a member who claims to make it the best.
I’m that person in my family, and here’s my recipe.
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The direct translation of ‘pol sambol’ is ‘coconut salad’, but this is way
more than a bowl of tossed fresh veggies with a vinaigrette. Prepare
to add some blood and sweat to this mixture; it calls for a little muscle
and it will show if you skimp. Grating coconut, grinding spices and
mixing till kingdom come will leave you with a humble bowl of
orange sambol that is sure to ignite the flavour of your entire meal.
Pol sambol is commonly eaten with a roti or string hoppers (a
steamed rice noodle). But add it to your breakfast eggs and toast and
you’ll never go back. So get your smartphones out and capture your
first encounter with this dish, it’s a moment you’ll be happy to share.

5. Add the scraped coconut and
squeeze the lime juice over the
mixture. (The sambol should be
moist and reddish from the chili
powder.)
6. Mix ingredients well and add salt
to taste and serve.
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Going Coconuts

Welcome to the land of the coconut. You won’t
have to go far anywhere on the island before
you encounter one of these little guys and then
you’ll turn a corner and find yet another. From
the nuts being cracked open during Hindu
ceremonies to thatched coconut palm leaves
on the roofs of beach huts, the coconut tree
has integrated itself into the fabric of our lives
here on our paradise island.

We use the entire tree. There really is no part
that goes to waste. I remember this being
taught in grade school, where we’d draw a long
coconut tree in the middle of the page and list
all the uses for each part of the tree on the side
with corresponding arrows back to the tree.
This fascinated me as a child and to this day I
often come across new uses that I wish I could
go back in time and add to my school notes.
Did you know that coconut water can be
used in emergencies as a substitute for saline
solution? During World War II they would
turn to the peaceful palm to aid their injured
soldiers when their medical supplies ran low.
I’d like to know how they came across this
discovery and who was brave enough to try
it first. Nevertheless, in the age of celebrating
all that is organic and natural, the coconut has
long reigned.
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The obscure uses of all the parts of the
tree are fine and good, but what I believe
interests most of us is how versatile
coconuts are when it comes to cooking.
Brace yourself because the list is extensive.
In mass scale we package coconut water,
coconut milk, coconut flour, coconut oil,
coconut spread, coconut sugar, coconut
flakes, and more. Being the largest consumer
of coconuts, our traditional kitchens use
fresh coconut in almost every meal. Grated
coconut is used in sambols. Coconut milk
is made by combining both the white flesh
and the water inside the coconut. It’s used
in the gravy of most curries and, combined
with coconut sugar, you’ll find it in most of
our desserts as well. Take note, coconut oil
is used across the board for all things fried.
And, as if that’s not enough, at the end of the
day the pulp is thrown on the kitchen floor
absorbing all the dust and debris making it
easier to sweep it all away.
Once you’re done in the kitchen, head to
your mirror, because the coconut has an
abundance to offer in the cosmetic category.
Virgin coconut oil is the perfect hydrant for
dry and damaged skin. A natural sunscreen,
it keeps fungus and bacteria away and,
best of all, it will give you a glow that will
make you look 10 years younger, or so
they say. Ever heard of ‘oil pulling’? Swish
a tablespoon of coconut oil in your mouth
for several minutes and it’s known to clean
and disinfect your mouth beyond what the
average mouthwash can offer. Go ahead and
add a jar of this versatile and simple elixir to
your bathroom counter.
Internationally, coconuts are storming the
market and we’re seeing the demand for
coconut products on the rise. Here in our
homeland we tend to take coconuts for
granted with trees growing wild on every
coast and sellers at every corner ready to
cut open fresh king coconuts to drink. So as
you stop and sip away under the shade of a
coconut tree, say a little thank you and be on
your way.
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Last year, whilst staying in the impressive surrounds of
Sigiriya rock, the 5th century abode of King Kasyapa,
throwing away a plastic shampoo bottle got me thinking…
How can I travel more ethically without leaving a footprint
on the landscape that I admire and respect?
In a country like Sri Lanka, where nature is so bountiful,
and there are many traditional forms of packaging, I soon
realised this would not be too difficult. It would just require
a little extra thought and awareness. Here are a few ideas
to help lighten our impact:

Ways to Travel
Responsibly
in Sri Lanka

1

2
3
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Refill your water bottle

Take a bottle on your travels, and ask restaurants and hotels
to fill it for you. Check to ensure the water comes from a
bottled source. Most places buy large 5 or 10 litre barrels that
are regularly replenished by water companies. Over a twoweek trip, by carrying your own, you will be saving at least
14 bottles from going through a lengthy recycling process
or to landfill.

To rehydrate, opt for coconut water

Stopping for a roadside thambili (orange coconut) is
one of the delights of travelling in Sri Lanka, whether at
a thatched shack in the deep south of the island or in the
north as you explore the colourful temples of Jaffna. For an
extra challenge, ditch the plastic straw, and master the local
technique of drinking the coconut from the expertly cut hole
without spilling a drop!

Share transport

One of the joys of travelling around the island is the number
of people that you meet along the way. Therefore, it is
a fun experience to share a taxi to your next destination
whether it is the golden sands of Arugam Bay or the cool
climes of Ella. This can often be arranged by speaking to
the manager at your guesthouse or hotel. Bus rides with
friends are memorable experiences too, as are some of the
scenic train lines, particularly the Colombo to Kandy, as well
as Tea Country routes. Finally, depending on the distances
you want to travel, it is worth renting a bicycle rather than
a scooter. This is an excellent way to explore inland areas,
meandering your way peacefully through paddy fields.
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Buy local snacks

Trips around the country are enhanced by the delicious
range of snacks that you can buy en route. On train and
bus journeys, sellers will often come aboard crying, “wade,
wade”. These lentil bites are best when topped with a dried
prawn. Other delicacies include a bag of warm, roasted
peanuts; chickpeas cooked with large chunks of coconut
and dried chillis, not to mention fragrant helpings of mango
and pineapple. These are generally served in small bags
made from newspaper or recycled school exercise books. If
you are offered a plastic bag in addition, politely decline. In
some inland village areas, you can also enjoy rice and curry
parcels wrapped in banana leaves, as well as halape (a type of
pancake filled with grated coconut and treacle), which you
can relish unfolding from inside a kanda leaf. This is some of
the most environmentally friendly packaging you will find!

Use a cloth bag for shopping

Comfortable to carry, and durable, take a faithful cloth bag
on your travels, and fill it with items you spot along the way:
fresh mangoes, bananas, bottles of kitul treacle and bags of
peanuts.

Use biodegradable sanitary products and
nappies
If available, it is worth investing in products that will
decompose easily.

Take refillable shampoo bottles

Buy some small, travel-size bottles that you can refill with
shampoo and shower gel for each trip you take. This way
you will lessen your plastic footprint. Choosing products
that are composed of natural ingredients is an added blessing
for the environment. This is how I aim to counter the plastic
guilt that struck me whilst in Sigiriya!
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Choose a sun cream that is
Reef - friendly

Choose a sun cream that is reef-friendly. Research carried
out in the Caribbean over the past ten years, has found that
sun creams are causing extensive damage to coral reefs;
the ingredients can have a bleaching effect, leading the life
sustaining algae that live on corals to die. Avoid lotions
that contain oxybenzone (the most common compound
found in around 3,500 sunscreens worldwide), octinoxate
and octocrylene. This way you can enjoy the wonders of
the subterranean world off sites such as Pigeon Island, close
to Trincomalee, safe in the knowledge that you are being
sensitive to the marine environment.

Practise environmentally friendly hotel
etiquette

To save energy and limit water consumption whilst staying
in coastal cabanas or tea plantation bungalows, reuse your
towel for a few days, and turn off the shower while soaping.
This is particularly important in times of water shortage.

Buy recycled and naturally made gifts to
take home

As you travel across this tropical, emerald island, enjoy
choosing gifts for yourself and others that come from
sustainable sources. Cooking spoons, made from the shells
of coconuts, make great gifts, as do recycled newspaper
tablemats and dresses created from old saris. As a talking
point, notebooks made from elephant dung paper are also
fun! It is rewarding to discover regional crafts such as lace
making in Galle, and colourful handloom weaving around
Colombo.
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